I. Accomplishments and major changes since 2013

II. Collaborative project ideas for ORMP implementation over the next 5-year planning horizon, including multiple agencies and management priorities

III. Suggested format for Council on Ocean Resources meeting and legislative briefing, January 2019

IV. Implementation of Management Priority (MP) #9: Collaboration and Conflict Resolution

MP 9 Goal

Fully utilize the ORMP Policy Group as a forum to discuss State ocean resource management and to raise and resolve issues, and to resolve conflicts when appropriate

MP 9 Metrics

1. Increase in the number and range of issues handled by the ORMP Policy Group and/or Hawaii Sub-ROP

2. Increase in the number of Management Priority issues that receive state funding and where needed, legislative attention

3. Increase in the number of obstacles to ORMP implementation identified and resolved by Sub-ROP

Questions?

Contact Melanie Lander
(808) 587-2877
melanie.s.lander@hawaii.gov

The Council on Ocean Resources is comprised of agencies and organizations with responsibilities in the State of Hawaii’s marine and coastal zone.

Established in 2013

Provides Cabinet-level direction on ocean and coastal resources

Partnership of 12 State and County Directors: